PRESS RELEASE
GEA CMT optimized service and spare parts supply
Provision of European after-sales and spare parts service directly from the manufacturer
Peveragno (Italy), July 19, 2017 – Since CMT S.p.A. in Peveragno (Italy) was acquired by GEA in 2015, the
company has completely revised its processes for servicing and the supply of spare parts across Europe and
worldwide to take full advantage of the opportunities provided by the GEA network. Now customers are benefiting
from the processing knowledge and experience of GEA and cost savings from dealing directly with the original
equipment manufacturer (OEM).
GEA CMT is a trusted supplier of systems for the production of ‘pasta-filata’ cheeses with a wide catalogue of
installations throughout the continent. Although the factory in Italy remains GEA’s Centre of Excellence for pastafilata cheese, it now enjoys the support of the local GEA offices throughout Europe to provide installation, servicing
and maintenance services to its customers.

Paola Adamo, After Sales Business Development from GEA CMT in Peveragno says, that it was a new experience
for many customers in Europe to deal directly with GEA rather than through a local distributor. “The straight contact
to the manufacturer is a positive development for customers,” she explained. “As a part of GEA we can now
provide direct support to all our customers in Europe.” This support is provided by the local GEA organizations in
each country, speaking the same language as their customers. They are close by and have the essential local
knowledge to provide excellent service.

Working directly with the manufacturer simplifies the trading relationship and ensures that customers always
receive first-class service from skilled people, who really understand the equipment, have knowledge of current
best practice and access to the latest technological updates.
“GEA service engineers make a key difference to the service offering,” said Paola Adamo. “They are all very skilled
and, because of their wide processing experience, understand the relationship between the pasta-filata making
equipment and the rest of the plant right from milk reception to the packed mozzarella ready to be sold on the
market. This allows them to provide a much more holistic approach to service than in the past.”
Receiving original spare parts from the manufacturer ensures safety and reliability of the GEA equipment. “This
helps our customers to reduce costs as there is no third-party mark-up,” explained Paola Adamo. “Reducing the
supply chain also increases efficiency in terms of time and value.”
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Detailed technical support for GEA CMT customers will still be provided directly from the Centre of Excellence in
Italy. General enquiries, including those for sales, service and spare parts, can now be directed through the Italian
hub or via GEA’s local offices – anywhere in Europe.
.

Image: GEA CMT customers benefit from the processing knowledge and experience of GEA. (GEA)

For business enquiries:
After Sales Business Development Italy
Paola Adamo
Phone +39 0171 339456
Mobile: +39 348 3894187
paola.adamo@gea.com

For editorial enquiries:
Corporate Media & Press
Lilian Schmalenstroer
Peter-Müller-Str. 12, 40468 Düsseldorf, Germany
Phone +49 2522 772174
lilian.schmalenstroer@gea.com

In case of publication, please submit a copy (preferably digital) for our archives.
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About GEA
GEA CMT is a subsidiary of GEA, one of the largest suppliers for the food processing industry and a wide range of other industries that
generated consolidated revenues of approximately EUR 4.5 billion in 2016. The international technology group focuses on process technology
and components for sophisticated production processes in various end-user markets. The group generates around 70 percent of its revenue in
the food and beverages sector that enjoys long-term sustainable growth. As of March 31, 2017, the company employed about 17,000 people
worldwide. GEA is a market and technology leader in its business areas. The company is listed on the German MDAX (G1A, WKN 660 200). In
addition, GEA’s stock is included in the MSCI Global Sustainability Indexes. Further information is available on the Internet at gea.com.
If you do not want to receive any further information from GEA, please send an email to pr@gea.com.
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